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the response to hurricane katrina - irgc - hurricane striking new orleans had been long considered, and
there was enough warning of the threat of katrina that declarations of emergency were made days in advance
of landfall. but responders failed to convert this information into a level of preparation appropriate with the
scope of the impending disaster. the dispersed nature of authority in the us intergovernmental response
system ... reading hurricane katrina: race, class, and the ... - katrina had passed over the gulf
coast,hundreds of thousands of poor peo- ple, mostly blacks, some latinos, many elderly, and a few white
people, packed into the new orleans superdome and the city’s convention center, pre-landfall preparation
and katrina’s impact - a failure of initiative 59 pre-landfall preparation and katrina’s impact as hurricane
katrina entered the gulf of mexico, gulf coast states and the federal government civil–military relations in
hurricane katrina: a case ... - in the end, hurricane katrina caused over $96 billion in property damage,
destroyed an estimated 300,000 homes, produced 118 million cubic yards of debris, displaced over 770,000
people, and killed an estimated 1,330 people. collaboration amid crisis: the department of defense ... for example, in the days after katrina, 563 american red cross or state emergency shelters in louisiana housed
146,292 people who lacked adequate food, water, medical services, and toilet facilities. the federal
response to hurricane katrina: lessons learned - seven days, the tropical storm grew into a catastrophic
hurricane that made landfall first in florida and then along the gulf coast in mississippi, louisiana, and alabama,
leaving a trail of heartbreaking devastation and human suffering. katrina wreaked staggering physical
destruction along its path, flooded the historic city of new orleans, ultimately killed over 1,300 people, and
became the ... new orleans: jobs, workers, and barriers to economic ... - within days of katrina,
president george w. bush issued a series of executive orders that greatly increased the likelihood of worker
abuse and discrimination, especially of those in blue collar occupations, and of african american
entrepreneurs. george w. bush - hurricane katrina relief - rhetoric - throughout the area hit by the
hurricane, we will do what it takes, we will stay as long as it takes, to help citizens rebuild their communities
and their lives. and all who question the harris county, texas citizen corps' response to hurricane ... long before hurricane katrina ever made landfall, the harris county citizen corps laid the groundwork for
success with its pre-incident organization and its partnerships with local volunteer groups and area businesses.
avoiding home repair fraud: lessons from hurricane katrina - relief project, bobby long, beth meyer of
the gulf coast fair housing center, ashley tsongas of oxfam, art lujan of the gulf coast careers center, paheadra
robinson and john jopling of mcj and george riley of o’melveny & myers. the evolving response to
antibiotic resistance: lessons ... - the first days following the devastation caused by hurricane katrina, b
aton rouge experienced numbers of takeoffs and landings that rivaled those of some of the largest airports in
the united states as chinook helicopters brought patients from staging areas in new orleans to the newly
crafted healthcare facilities in the athletic arenas on thelsu campus. more than 6000 patients were admitted ...
in katrina's wake: rethinking the military's role in ... - the hours and days after hurricane katrina led to
chaos and panic in the affected areas, endangering citizens' property and lives. 4 the delayed reaction to this
crisis suggests the need for an expansion of existing presidential authority to use active september 2009
geofile online 602 garrett nagle responses ... - hurricane katrina in 2005. here there was a very slow
internal response to the disaster. the us president george w. bush under-estimated the impact of hurricane
katrina, and failed to visit the area for three days. the federal emergency management agency (fema) had
some disaster recovery response in place before katrina hit. however, there was widespread criticism of the
government’s ... crs report for congress - emergency management institute - hurricane katrina struck
florida and the gulf coast states in the last days of august 2005, followed within weeks by hurri canes rita and
wilma. these disasters a call to arms: civil disorder following hurricane katrina ... - in the days following
katrina proved to be more shocking than the flooded streets, ravaged coastlines, and leveled homes in
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